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Chapter 8: Introducing One-Dimensional Arrays  

8.0.1 Objectives  

One-dimensional arrays (also known as lists) are the fundamental data structure that allows a program to 
store many elements of data, using a linear arrangement. In this unit, students will learn how to create 
and traverse arrays, and how to add, remove, insert and search for elements in an array. Using Pencil 
Code, students will explore building arrays using data loaded from the internet, and how to create 
visualizations using data in an array. 

8.0.2 Topic Outline 

8.0  Chapter Introduction 
8.0.1  Objectives 
8.0.2 Topic Outlines 
8.0.3 Key Terms 
8.0.4 Key Concepts 

8.1 Lesson Plans 
8.1.1 Suggested Timeline 
8.1.2 CSTA Standards 
8.1.3 Teaching Suggestions 
8.1.4 Lesson Plan I on using ‘for… each’ loop over arrays 
8.1.5 Lesson Plan II on traversing arrays – text-mode. 
8.1.6 Lesson Plan III on a demonstrating how an array behaves. 
8.1.7 Lesson Plan IV using arrays creating a bar graphs with an array of data. 
8.1.8 Lesson Plan V using arrays creating a pie chart with an array of data. 
8.1.9 Lesson Plan VI using arrays to search for an element in an array of data. 

 8.0.3 Key Terms  

Linear data structures Index starts at 0 
Graphing charts Size of an array - syntax 
Range errors  
Index  
Content of an array  

8.0.4 Key Concepts 

CoffeeScript and JavaScript differ in their support for iterating over arrays, so the presentation of arrays is 
slightly different depending on the language used. The key concepts in this unit are provided in two ways: 
once in CoffeeScript, and alternately in JavaScript; teachers may decide to present the concepts with one 
language or the other. 

Understanding Arrays in CoffeeScript 

Data structures are objects that a computer program uses to organize more than one piece of 
information at a time. We have already seen data structures together with the “for” loop. (Note that 
creating this program requires working in text- mode. Try flipping to text-mode and editing “for” statement 
to look just like this.) 

for x in [red, orange, yellow] 
  dot x, 100 
  fd 50 
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The object in square brackets [red, orange yellow] is a data structure called an array. The for loop 
iterates over the array, repeating the indented code while setting x to each one of the values in the array 
in turn. 

The subtle thing about this code is that the array is its own object. The array can be put in its own variable 
and be used by name instead. For example, the program below is equivalent to the one above: 

mycolors = [red, orange, yellow] 
for x in mycolors 
  dot x, 100 
  fd 50 

In this version, the variable mycolors contains the array of three colors. The array can be used for 

iterating a loop, but the same array can also be used in other ways. 

Basic Access: Array Indexing and Length 

An array is a called a container because it is a single object that contains other objects. Every array has 
a number of elements in a well-defined order, and every array has a length, which counts the number of 
elements in the array. Individual elements and the length can be fetched from they can always flip back to 
block-mode after typing the array parts in text.) 

write mycolors.length This prints “3”, since there are three elements 
in the array. 

write mycolors[0] This prints “red”, since the first element is red. 

write mycolors[1] This prints “orange”. 

write mycolors[2] This prints “yellow”. 

The use of square brackets after the array number is called indexing, and the number inside the brackets 

is the index of a specific element in the array. Indexing can also be used to change an element of an 

array. For example, the following code changes the first color in the array: 

mycolors[0] = blue 

Changing one element has no effect on the other elements of the array. 

Zero-Based Indexing 

Arrays in CoffeeScript and JavaScript and most other modern programming languages are zero-indexed, 
which means the first element of the array has index 0 (instead of 1). This also means that the last 
element of the array has index equal to length – 1. 

Since people usually count starting at one, zero-indexing may seem counterintuitive at first. Starting at 
zero is a language design choice, and some older programming languages such as Fortran do use one-
indexing. Many programmers experienced with both zero and one-based indexing contend that zero-
based indexing is slightly clearer because it allows programmers to interpret the index as the distance the 
element would have to be moved to bring it to the beginning of the array. Since the starting element is 
already at the beginning, its distance, and its index, should be zero. (Another, more mathematical 
argument for zero-based indexing can be found on the Web by searching for Edger Dijkstra’s discussion 
of zero-indexing.) 
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Empty Arrays and Looping with Zero-Based Indexes 

To create a loop that uses zero-based indexes in CoffeeScript, use the three-dot range form [0...N], as 

shown on the second line of the following program: 

mycolors = [red, orange, yellow] 
for j in [0...mycolors.length] 
  write element #' + j + ' is ' + mycolors[j] 

The three-dot form of a number range is called a “half closed range” which tries to start counting at the 

first number but which definitely omits the last number, so [0...3] counts [0, 1, 2], exactly as needed 

for zero-based indexing. 

The three-dot range has another advantage over the two-dot form: it works correctly when the length is 
zero! When counting to zero, instead of ranging from [1..0], which would count backwards over two 

numbers, it ranges from [0...0], which sets up to start at zero and yet omits the zero because it uses 

three dots. The result is an empty sequence, which means the loop will not be entered at all: exactly what 
we want for an empty array. 

An empty array is a perfectly good and useful array! We can create an empty array by writing the 
following: 

favoritecolors = [] 
write 'the length is ' + favoritecolors.length 

The length of an empty array, of course, is zero. 

Making a Graph Using an Array 

Arrays can contain any type of element such as numbers or strings. Visualization is a useful type of 
program that creates a graph using numbers in an array. Here is an example. 

data = [2, 10, 3, 7] 
rt 90 
for j in [0...data.length] 
  jumpto 0, 25 * j 
  pen red, 20, 'butt' 
  fd data[j] * 20 
  label data[j], 'right' 
hide() 

 

This program uses [0...data.length] to count up the index j from 0 to 3, then it uses data[j] to read one 

element out of the array at a time. These numbers are used with turtle functions to draw the bar graph. 

This program uses some additional arguments to the pen and label function to control formatting 

precisely. The pen is given the 'butt' option, which is a graphics term that requests a flat squared-off 

line ending rather than a rounded line. And the label is given the 'right' option, which places the label 

to the right of the position instead of directly on the turtle. 

Creating Arrays from Strings and Files 

Arrays are wonderfully powerful because a single array object can contain many thousands or millions of 
elements. However, to do this in a practical way, the array needs to be loaded from a data file outside of 
the program. 
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To try the next experiment, create a file inside Pencil Code and change its name to “mydata.txt”. As soon 
as you give it a name ending with “.txt”, Pencil Code will know it is not a regular program, and it will 
expect a plain text data file. Save a series of numbers in the file with no spaces, just separated by 
commas, like this: 

96,73,93,95,85,89,85,99,79,75,89,82,90,85,84,85,88,95,78,96,91,93 

Any numbers can be used; perhaps this is a series of test scores. 

Here is an example program that loads data from a file into an array and calculates basic statistics with it. 

await load 'mydata.txt', defer textdata 
mydata = textdata.split(',') 
total = 0 
for j in [0...mydata.length] 
  mydata[j] = Number(mydata[j]) 
  total += mydata[j] 
write 'Total: ' + total 
write 'Average: ' + total / mydata.length 

 

Three Steps for Loading a File into an Array 

As illustrated in the program above, loading an array from a file takes two or three steps. 

1. Load a file as a single large string of text data: (await load 'mydata.txt', defer textdata) 
2. Split the file into an array of smaller strings, one for each element of data: (mydata = 

textdata.split(',')) 
3. (If the data are numbers) Convert the strings to numbers: (mydata[j] = Number(mydata[j])) 
 

The function load loads a file URL from the Internet and calls a callback function with the content of the 

file as a single string. The program here loads a short filename “mydata.txt” that will be located in the 
same Pencil Code directory that the program is running. By using a full URL starting with “http://”, 
however, Pencil Code can load any data file from the Internet. Note that load is a form of input (from the 
network instead of from the user), and it works just like the “read” function from the I/O chapter. Here we 
combine load with await to put the program on hold while waiting for the callback. 

The function split divides a string of text into an array of strings by dividing it up at a delimiter 

character. The delimiter can be any letter or pattern. For example, to split a file with one entry per line, 
split using '\n' (backslash n is the code for the “newline” character that appears at the end of a line in a 
text file). 

The function Number converts a string to a number. To avoid having “96” + “73” result in the answer 

“9673”, the loaded strings must be converted to numbers before doing arithmetic with them. 

Search: Splitting a Document to an Array, then Joining It Again 

Here is another example program that finds words in a file. It uses the split function with a special pattern 
to split the file at all word boundaries and uses the join function to join the array back together as one big 
string to print. 

To prepare data for this program, save a file called “document.txt” containing any amount of text such as 
a paragraph copied from Wikipedia or a public-domain book. 
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await load 'document.txt', defer textdata 
words = textdata.split(/\b/) 
await read 'A word to search for?', defer q 
for j in [0...words.length] 
  if words[j] is q 
    words[j] = '<mark>' + q + '</mark>' 
write words.join('') 

 

This program does four things with the array: 

1. It creates the array using split(/\b/). The special pattern /\b/ splits the string at every word 

boundary. 
2. It examines each word using the test words[j] is q, to try to find a match. 

3. For matching words, it adds a formatting code using an HTML tag. words[j] = '<mark>' + q 
+ '</mark>' 

4. The words.join('') function then joins all the elements of the array back together in a single 

string for writing. 

 
The result looks something like this: 

A word to search for? who 
There once lived, in a sequestered part of the county of Devonshire, one 
Mr. Godfrey Nickleby: a worthy gentleman, who, taking it into his head 
rather late in life that he must get married, and not being young enough 
or rich enough to aspire to the hand of a lady of fortune, had wedded an 
old flame out of mere attachment, who in her turn had taken him for the 
same reason. Thus two people who cannot afford to play cards for 
money, sometimes sit down to a quiet game for love. 

Arrays make it possible to write programs that work with big data such as large volumes of numbers or 

text. 

ALTERNATE DISCUSSION USING JAVASCRIPT 

Understanding Arrays in JavaScript 

Data structures are objects that a computer program uses to organize more than one piece of 

information at a time. For example, in the code below, the object mycolors is an array that contains three 

colors. 

var mycolors = [red, orange yellow]; 
write(a[0]); 
write(a[2]); 

When running the program, it prints the first color and the last one: “red” and “yellow”. 

Basic Access: Array Indexing and Length 

An array is a called a container because it is a single object that contains other objects. 

Every array has a number of elements in a well-defined order and every array has a length, which 
counts the number of elements in the array. Individual elements and the length can be fetched from an 
array as shown below.  
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write(mycolors.length); This prints “3”, since there are three elements 
in the array. 

write(mycolors[0]); This prints “red”, since the first element is red 

write(mycolors[1]); This prints “orange” 

write(mycolors[2]); This prints “yellow” 

 

(Note again that using array syntax in Pencil Code requires students to code in text-mode; but they can 
always flip back to block-mode after typing the array parts in text.) 

The use of square brackets after the array number is called indexing and the number inside the brackets 
is the index of a specific element in the array. Indexing can also be used to change an element of an 
array. For example, the first color can be changed as follows: 

mycolors[0] = blue; 

 

Changing one element has no effect on the other elements of the array. 

Zero-Based Indexing 

Arrays in CoffeeScript and JavaScript and most other modern programming languages are zero-indexed, 
which means the first element of the array has index 0 (instead of 1). That also means that the last 
element of the array has index equal to length - 1. 

Since people usually count starting at one, zero-indexing may seem counterintuitive at first. Starting at 
zero is a language design choice and some older programming languages such as Fortran do use one-
indexing. Many programmers experienced with both zero and one-based indexing contend that zero-
based indexing is slightly clearer because it allows programmers to interpret the index as the distance the 
element would have to be moved to bring it to the beginning of the array. Since the starting element is 
already at the beginning, its distance, and its index, should be zero. (Another, more mathematical 
argument for zero-based indexing can be found on the Web if by searching for Edger Dijkstra’s 
discussion of zero-indexing.) 

Empty Arrays and Looping with Zero-Based Indexes 

The conventional form of a JavaScript for loop works equally well for empty and nonempty arrays. The 

code below will repeat the loop zero times if mycolors is changed to be an empty array. 

mycolors = [red, orange, yellow]; 
for (var j = 0; j < mycolors.length; ++j) { 
  write element #' + j + ' is ' + mycolors[j]; 
} 

An empty array is a perfectly good and useful array. An empty array can be created as shown below. 

favoritecolors = []; 
write('the length is ' + favoritecolors.length); 

The length of an empty array is zero. 
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Making a Graph Using an Array 

Arrays can contain any type of element such as numbers or strings. One very useful type of program is a 
visualization that creates a graph using numbers in an array. Here is an example. 

data = [2, 10, 3, 7]; 
rt(90); 
for (var j = 0; j < data.length; ++j) { 
  jumpto(0, 25 * j); 
  pen(red, 20, 'butt'); 
  fd(data[j] * 20); 
  label(data[j], 'right'); 
} 
hide(); 

 

This program the index j from 0 to 3, then it uses data[j] to read one element out of the array at a time. 

These numbers are used with turtle functions to draw the bar graph. 

This program uses some additional arguments to the pen and label function to control formatting 

precisely. The pen is given the 'butt' option, which is a graphics term that requests a flat squared-off 

line ending rather than a rounded line. The label is given the 'right' option, which places the label to 

the right of the position instead of directly on the turtle. 

Creating Arrays from Strings and Files 

Arrays are wonderfully powerful because a single array object can contain many thousands or millions of 
elements. However, to do this in a practical way, the array needs to be loaded from a data file from 
outside the program. 

To try the next experiment, create a file inside Pencil Code and change its name to “mydata.txt”. As soon 
as you give it a name ending with “.txt”, Pencil Code will know it is not a regular program and will expect a 
plain text data file. Save a series of numbers in the file with no spaces, just separated by commas as 
follows. 

96,73,93,95,85,89,85,99,79,75,89,82,90,85,84,85,88,95,78,96,91,93 

Any numbers can be used; perhaps this is a series of test scores. 

Here is an example program that loads data from a file into an array and calculates basic statistics with it. 

load('mydata.txt', function (textdata) { 
  var mydata = textdata.split(','); 
  var total = 0; 
  for (var j; j < mydata.length; ++j) { 
    mydata[j] = Number(mydata[j]); 
    total += mydata[j]; 
  } 
  write('Total: ' + total); 
  write('Average: ' + total / mydata.length); 
}); 

 

Three Steps for Loading a File into an Array 

As illustrated in the program above, loading an array from a file takes two or three steps. 
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1. Load a file as a single large string of text data: (await load 'mydata.txt', defer textdata) 
2. Split the file into an array of smaller strings, one for each element of data: (mydata = 

textdata.split(',')) 
3. (If the data are numbers) Convert the strings to numbers: (mydata[j] = Number(mydata[j])) 

 

The function load loads a file URL from the Internet and calls a callback function with the content of the 

file as a single string. The program here loads a short filename “mydata.txt” that will be located in the 
same Pencil Code directory that the program is running. By using a full URL starting with “http://”, 
however, Pencil Code can load any data file from the Internet. Note that load is a form of input (from the 
network instead of from the user), and it works just like the “read” function from the I/O chapter. Here we 
combine load with await to put the program on hold while waiting for the callback. 

The function split divides a string of text into an array of strings by dividing it up at a delimiter 

character. The delimiter can be any letter or pattern. For example, to split a file with one entry per line, 
split using '\n' (backslash n is the code for the “newline” character that appears at the end of a line in a 
text file). 

The function Number converts a string to a number. To avoid having “96” + “73” result in the answer 

“9673”, the loaded strings must be converted to numbers before doing arithmetic with them. 

Search: Splitting a Document to an Array, then Joining it Again 

Here is another example program that finds words in a file. It uses the split function with a special pattern 
to split the file at all word boundaries, and it uses the join function to join the array back together as one 
big string to print. 

To prepare data for this program, save a file called “document.txt” containing any amount of text, for 
example a paragraph copied from Wikipedia or a public-domain book. 

load('document.txt', function (textdata) { 
  var words = textdata.split(/\b/); 
  read('A word to search for?', function(e) { 
    for (var j = 0; j < words.length; ++j) { 
      if (words[j] == q) { 
        words[j] = '<mark>' + q + '</mark>'; 
      } 
    } 
    write(words.join('')); 
  }); 
}); 

This program does four things with the array: 

1. It creates the array using split(/\b/). The special pattern /\b/ splits the string at every word 
boundary. 

2. It examines each word using the test words[j] is q, to try to find a match. 
3. For matching words, it adds a formatting code using an HTML tag. words[j] = '<mark>' + q + 

'</mark>'. 
4. Then the words.join('') function joins all the elements of the array back together in a single 

string for writing. 
 
The result looks something like this: 

A word to search for? who 
There once lived, in a sequestered part of the county of Devonshire, one 
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Mr. Godfrey Nickleby: a worthy gentleman, who, taking it into his head 
rather late in life that he must get married, and not being young enough or 
rich enough to aspire to the hand of a lady of fortune, had wedded an old 
flame out of mere attachment, who in her turn had taken him for the same 
reason. Thus two people who cannot afford to play cards for money, 
sometimes sit down to a quiet game for love. 

 

Arrays make it possible to write programs that work with big data such as large volumes of numbers or 
text. 

8.1.1 Possible Timeline: 1 (55-minute class period) 

Instructional Day Topic 
2 Day Lesson Plan I  

1 Day Lesson Plan II 

1 Day Lesson Plan III 

1 Day Lesson Plan IV & V 

1 Day Lesson Plan VI 

 

8.1.2 Standards 

CSTA 
Standards 

CSTA Strand CSTA Learning Objectives Covered 

Level 3 A  
(Grades 9 – 12) 

Computational 
Thinking (CT) 

Explain how sequence, selection, iteration, and recursion 
are building blocks of algorithms. 

Level 3 A  
(Grades 9 – 12) 

CT Compare techniques for analyzing massive data 
collections. 

Level 3 A  
(Grades 9 – 12) 

Collaboration (CL) Describe techniques for locating and collecting small and 
large-scale data sets. 

Level 3 B  
(Grades 9 – 12) 

CL Deploy various data collection techniques for different 
types of problems. 

Level 3 B  
(Grades 9 – 12) 

CT Compare and contrast simple data structures and their 
uses (e.g., arrays and lists).  

Level 3 B  
(Grades 9 – 12) 

Computers and 
Communication 
Devices (CD) 

Discuss the impact of modifications on the functionality of 
application programs. 

8.1.3 Teaching Suggestions 

Encourage students to toggle between text-mode and block-mode to constantly extend themselves 
beyond their comfort level. The lesson plan provides suggestions to toggle between modes. It is best to 
that the students use block-mode when trying they are trying to understand the overall flow of logic. At 
other times, though, it is more convenient to type out various keywords in text since the block-mode may 
not have all the blocks that are needed. This is important because typing in text enable access to the 
richer library available in JavaScript.  
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8.1.4 Lesson Plan I 

This lesson introduces arrays in CoffeeScript.  

Content details Teaching Suggestions Time 
Code: 

 
Code in text: 

for color in [red, orange, yellow] 
  dot color, 100 
  fd 30 
 

 
Output: 

 
 
 

Pull up the program “rainbow Colors” 
and demonstrate the running of the 
program.  
 
Point out that this was also used in 
Chapter 4, Lesson Plan III. 
 
Explain that color is a variable that is 
traversing an array of colors red, 
orange and yellow.  
 
Between the [ ] brackets are the 
various colors that are stored in the 
data structure arrays. The command 
‘dot’ takes values in the arrays and 
draws the dot of the value of the 
color. 
 
Encourage students to play with 
various colors. 
 
Variant: Instead of color being the 
changing value the program could 
access an array of dot sizes. 
The for loop would look like this: 
for x in [10,20,30,40] 
     dot red,x 
      fd 30 
 

Demonstration: 
15 minutes  
 
 
Student Practice: 
20 minutes. 

8.1.5 Lesson Plan II 

This first introduction to arrays shows students how to traverse simple arrays with a list of known 
elements. The program draws an element of the size as shown in the array. Type the code as shown (in 
block and text-mode) or pull up the code and walk the students through the code and explain the 
concepts to them. 

Content details Teaching Suggestions Time 
Code:  Blocks 

 

 
 

Type the code (or pull it up on the 
projector) and walk the students through 
the code. 
 
Show how the array is declared. 
 
Explain length gives the size of the array. 
 
Explain why an array starts a position 0 
and that the loop traverses through the 
array.  
 
Explain that x represents the value in the 

Demonstration: 
30 minutes 

http://teachersguide.pencilcode.net./edit/chapter4/rainbowCircles
http://teachersguide.pencilcode.net./edit/chapter8/dotOfArrays
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Code: Text 

 
speed(10); 
a=([10,20,30,40]); 
for (var j = 0; j < a.length; 
++j) { 
  x = (a[j]); 
  fd(50); 
  dot(black, x); 
} 

 
Array values: 10,20,30,40 
 

 
 
 
 

array at that position. So when j = 0, x = 
10. j=3, x= 40. 
Each value of x the turtle moves forward 
by that many blocks and the size of the 
dot drawn is also dependent on that value 
of the x. 
 
Teaching Tip: A fun exercise would be to 
have the students change the values in 
the array so that they are not sequential. 
This will enable students to watch the size 
change depending on the position of the 
index in the array. Ask them to use big 
numbers such as 10, 50, 15, and 30 and 
watch the dot go bigger and smaller 
alternatively. 
 
Array values: 10, 50, 15, 39 

 

8.1.6 Lesson Plan III 

This lesson plan shows how an element is added or removed from an array using the stack concept of 
Last In First Out (LIFO). This demo program can be used to show the students how elements in an array 
get added and removed. Use the pop feature to demonstrate that, even if the element is removed, the 
space created by the array for that element is unclaimed. Distribute the program among the students and 
let them experiment with the program to understand array behavior and stack properties. 

Content details Teaching Suggestions Time 
Code     
 

var stack = []; 
pen(green, 25); 
speed(Infinity); 
button('F', function() { 
  fd(10); 
}); 
button('R', function() { 
  rt(30); 
}); 
button('Push', function() { 
  dot(crimson, 50); 
  var record = { 
    xy: getxy(), 
    dir: direction() 
  }; 

Use this program to demonstrate basic 
array functionality. 
 
Use the F button to move the turtle 
forward.  
 
Use the Push to create a red dot on the 
screen, representing an element added 
to the array. 
 
Use the Pop to create the pink dot. This 
lightens the red dot. This example can be 
used to represent an element being 
removed from the array. 
 
 
Use the combination of the ‘F’ button and 

Demonstration: 
20 minutes. 
 
 
Student Practice: 
55 minutes 

http://teachersguide.pencilcode.net./edit/chapter8/push_pop
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  stack.push(record); 
}); 
button('Pop', function() { 
  if (!stack.length) { 
    home(); 
    return; 
  } 
  var record = stack.pop(); 
  jumpto(record.xy); 
  turnto(record.dir); 
  dot(pink,50); 
}); 

                   
Code: Blocks 
            

        
 
 
 
 

the ‘Push’ button to demonstrate that the 
elements in the array can be placed 
anywhere in the array structure as long 
as there is an integer index position to 
hold the element. 
 
Output: 

 

Extension Activity: Ask students to create their own versions of the two programs. Give them copies of both 
programs so they can tinker with them. Encourage students to create their own versions of the 1st program 
(you can choose to give program 1 as a lab activity for them to design on their own.) The 2nd program is 
intended for demonstration purposes only. You can, however, ask the students to tinker with it to help them 
better understand how the program works. (55 minutes). 
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8.1.7 Lesson Plan IV 

This lesson plan demonstrates the use of arrays to hold data. Students will learn to traverse arrays that 
hold data to generate data graphs. This lesson shows how a bar graph can be drawn from the two arrays 
that are in the program. The lesson leverages the feature of Pencil Code to be able to generate visual 
feedback during execution. 

Content details Teaching Suggestions Time 
Output: 

 
 
Text Code: 

data =[2, 10, 3, 7]; 
labels = ['Amy','Beth','Carla','Dara']; 
for (var k = 0; k < data.length; ++k) { 
  jumpto(25 * k, 0); 
  lt (45); 
label(labels[k] + ' ' + data[k] ,'bottom 

left rotated'); 
  rt (45); 
  pen(random(color), 20, 'butt'); 
  fd (data[k] * 20); 
} 
 

 

Block Code: 

 

Walk the students through the program 
code. 
 
Step 1: Run the program and 
demonstrate the output. 
 
Step 2: Point the two 1-D arrays with the 
data in it. 
 
Step 3: Labels forms the x-axis data. 
Data forms the y-axis data and determine 
the length of the bars. 
 
Step 4: The random color generator 
decides the color on the graphs. 
 
Step 5: Show the loop in a program. 
Point to students how the loop traverses 
the array.  
(data.length) 
 
Step 6: Show students the movement of 
the turtle on the y-axis to a constant 
value * the value in the data array. 

 
 

fd (data[k] * 20); 

 
Step 7: Show students the movement of 
the turtle on the x-axis to a constant 
value * the value in the data array. 

 
 

jumpto(25 * k, 0); 
  lt (45); 

 

Demonstration:  
30 minutes 
 
Students 
Practice: 25 
minutes 
 
 

Extension Activity: Ask students to create different arrays with different types of data values and use the 
code provided to create the bar graph. (55 minutes) 

http://teachersguide.pencilcode.net./edit/chapter8/bar
http://teachersguide.pencilcode.net./edit/chapter8/bar
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8.1.8 Lesson Plan V 

In this lesson the students will create a Pie Chart using simple data stored in a one-dimensional array. 
This lesson is similar to the bar graph one. The data graph drawn from an array is different.  

Content details Teaching Suggestions Time 
Text Code: 

portions = [  5,3,4]; 
item =([ 'apple', 'cherry', 'pears']); 
sum = 0; 
for (var j = 0; j < portions.length; ++j) 

{ 
  sum += (portions[j]); 
} 
for (var j = 0; j < portions.length; ++j)  
{ 
  rt(180); 
  fraction = (portions[j] / sum); 
  degrees = (360 * fraction); 
  pen(black, 3); 
  fd(100); 
  rt(90); 
  rt(degrees / 2, 100); 
  label(item[j],'center'); 
  rt(degrees / 2, 100); 
  rt(90); 
  fd(100); 
  fill(random(color)); 
} 

Block Code: 

 

Step 1: Run the program to 
demonstrate the creation of a pie 
chart.  
 
Step 2: Change values in the array to 
show how the changes are reflected in 
the resulting graph. 
 
Step 3: Walk through the code to show 
how the pie chart is computed. 
 
Step 4: Formula to calculate the 
fractions  

 
 

  fraction = (portions[j] / sum); 

 
 
Step 5: Formula to calculate the 
degrees. 
 

 
 

degrees = (360 * fraction); 

 
Output 

 

Demonstration: 
30 minutes 
 
Student Practice: 
1 class period  

Extension Activity: As students to create different arrays with different types of data values and use the 
code provided to create various pie charts depicting different types of data. (55 minutes) 

http://teachersguide.pencilcode.net./edit/chapter8/pie
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8.1.9 Lesson Plan VI 

The lesson plan illustrates how to search for an element in a text file. The lesson plan has two parts. The 
first part involves showing students how to load (open) a file and read it. The second part has a traversal 
code that searches for an element in the file. 

Content details Teaching Suggestions Time 
Code: Text 
 

load('mynumbers.txt', function 
(textdata) { 
  var mydata = textdata.split(','); 
  var total = 0; 
  for (var j = 0; j < mydata.length; 
++j) { 
    mydata[j] = Number(mydata[j]); 
    total += mydata[j]; 
  } 
  write('Total: ' + total); 
  write('Average: ' + total / 
mydata.length); 
}); 

 
Code: Blocks 
 

 
Output: 

 

Step 1: Pull up the 
SearchingNumbers program.  
 
Step 2: Remember to stay in 
JavaScript mode. 
 
Step 3: Run the program and 
demonstrate the output. 
 
Step 4: Walk through the code.  
 
Step 5: Explain file-opening. Refer 
to the key concepts when needed 
to reiterate the syntax. 
 
Step 6: The data file 
(“mynumbers.txt”) is to be located in 
the same directory as that of the 
program. Students can create their 
own data files by creating a new file 
in Pencil Code and copy/pasting 
data into it and then clicking the 
‘Save’ button. 
 
Step 7: Now explain how the data is 
stored in an array and the program 
searches for a match and when it 
finds it the count is increased. 
 
Step 8: Trace the code with the ‘for 
loop’ and explain the data that is 
traversed. 
Note: Students can trace the values 
of mydata[j], j and total and share it 
with the class. 

Demonstration: 
30 minutes 
 
 
Students 
Practice: 
60 minutes 

http://teachersguide.pencilcode.net./edit/chapter8/searchingNumbers
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Code: Text 
 

load('mydata.txt', function 
(textdata) { 
  var words = 
textdata.split(/\b/); 
  read('A word to search for?', 
function(q) { 
    for (var j = 0; j < 
words.length; j++) { 
      if (words[j] == q) { 
        words[j] = '<mark>' + q + 
'</mark>'; 
      } 
    } 
    write(words.join('')); 
  }); 
}); 
 

 
Code: Block 
 

 
 

Step 1: Pull up SearchingText 
program.  
 
Step 2: Run the program 
 
Step 3: Ask the students to walk 
through the code and explain it to 
you. 
 
Note: Both programs use the split () 
function. For a good explanation on 
split and how to use it, see: 
http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsre
f_split.asp 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Output: 

 

Demonstration: 
30 minutes. 
 
 
Student Practice: 
35 minutes 

 

http://teachersguide.pencilcode.net./edit/chapter8/searchtxt
http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_split.asp
http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_split.asp

